A sentence that asks a question ends with a question mark. (?)
A question often begins with one of these words.

Who       What       Why       Where       When       Will

Rewrite each question and be sure to use capital letters and question marks.

1. what did the cobbler and his wife give to the elves

2. who met Little Red Riding Hood in the woods

3. will the prince find the maiden who lost her shoe

4. when did the princess meet the frog

5. why was the miller’s daughter locked in a room

6. where did the fisherman’s wife send her husband
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Rewrite each question and be sure to use capital letters and question marks.

1. what did the cobbler and his wife give to the elves
   What did the cobbler and his wife give to the elves?

2. who met Little Red Riding Hood in the woods
   Who met Little Red Riding Hood in the woods?

3. will the prince find the maiden who lost her shoe
   Will the prince find the maiden who lost her shoe?

4. when did the princess meet the frog
   When did the princess meet the frog?

5. why was the miller’s daughter locked in a room
   Why was the miller’s daughter locked in a room?

6. where did the fisherman’s wife send her husband
   Where did the fisherman’s wife send her husband?